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Water Flosser Seago SG-8001 (white)

Seago SG-8001 Dental Water Flosser
Now you can take even better care of your oral hygiene. The Seago SG-8001 water flosser works at a frequency of up to 1800 strokes per
minute and effectively cleans even those areas that a regular toothbrush cannot reach. Its efficiency is up to 99%! You can choose from
3 cleaning modes and it will last you up to 30 days on a single charge. The kit also includes 5 interchangeable irrigator nozzles.
 
Highly efficient
With this irrigator you can thoroughly clean even those hard-to-reach areas of your mouth that a normal toothbrush cannot reach, such
as the spaces between your teeth. With a frequency of up to 1800 strokes per minute, the SG-8001 eliminates dirt and food debris with
an efficiency of up to 99%. With Seago you will take good care of your oral hygiene and delight everyone with a beautiful smile!
 
Replacement nozzles included
The  set  includes  5  interchangeable  nozzles,  so  you  can  adjust  the  water  flosser  to  your  needs.  2  standard  nozzles  are  perfect  for
everyday use - they allow you to effectively remove food residues. The periodontal nozzle is perfect for people who struggle with gum
disease. The orthodontic nozzle is suitable for braces and denture wearers. You can also use the special tip for cleaning your tongue.
 
3 cleaning modes
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The SG-8001 water flosser also offers 3 cleaning modes to choose from. It is perfect for everyday use and for cleaning your teeth and
dentures. Daily is perfect for everyday use - it gets rid of dirt and food debris. High offers an even more thorough cleaning - it can handle
even the most stubborn dirt. Pulse provides a gentle gum massage. What is more, the device remembers the last used mode.
 
Long working time
Don't  worry  about  having  to  recharge  your  water  flosser  so  often.  The  SG-8001  is  equipped  with  a  powerful  lithium-ion  battery  that
provides an impressively long operating time. A fully charged device can serve you for up to 30 days, assuming you use it every day for
about 2 minutes (in Daily mode). Its convenient charging is enabled by the included cable.
 
Even more convenience
The device is very easy to use and provides comfort. It is relatively lightweight and fits well in your hand. It is equipped with a capacious
water tank which is easy to fill. The water tank is also extremely leak-proof, so you have no worries about leaks. What's more, the water
flosser automatically switches off after 2 minutes of operation. So you can be sure to use it for exactly the right length of time.
 
In the box
Water flosser
Nozzles x5 (2x standard nozzle, 1x periodontal nozzle, 1x orthodontic nozzle, 1x tongue cleaner)
Charging cable
Brand
Seago
Model
SG-8001
Color
White
Frequency
Up to 1800 strokes per minute
Battery type
Lithium-ion
Power consumption
2W
Input voltage
5V
Charging time
About 6h
Operating time
About 30 days (when used once a day for 2 minutes in Daily mode)
Automatic shut off
After 2 minutes
Material
ABS, PC, PMMA
Dimensions
About 63x83x298mm
Weight
About 300g
Operating modes
High, Daily, Pulse
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Preço:

€ 32.50

Saúde e beleza, Sonic toothbrush
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